
Most large enterprises seldom change out their entire Wide 
Area Network (WAN). This is simply due to having multi-year 
contracts and the resource requirement for such a large 
lengthy undertaking. Additionally, WAN technologies have 
often lasted for many years with little to gain in a change when 
there’s a reliable and affordable provider. Over the past few 
years SD-WAN has gained tremendous traction due to lower 
costs and greater flexibility. In addition, back-up networks 
are now more reliant on mobile wireless technologies due to 
the reliability of wireless, low non-usage cost, and bandwidth 
offered by LTE 4G and this trend will continue to grow  
as 5G continues to roll out. 

A successful WAN project requires experience for proper 
planning, design, RFP development, knowledge of market 
pricing, negotiation, and migration. Often enterprises run 
a lean IT staff and can barely keep up with daily activities, 
unable to commit the necessary resources to a significant 
workload of a WAN transition and many may not have 
been involved in a full transition previously. Therefore 
Tellennium clients lean on Tellennium’s experience, tools 
of TIMS (Tellennium’s Integrated Management System), and 
personnel resources to overcome those challenges.

Enterprise WAN Transition Large Healthcare Provider

Case in Point

A large healthcare provider planned to redesign their network using SD-WAN 
technology as their existing WAN agreements expired in the coming year. They 
called on Tellennium to assist in this design, and to craft an RFP (Request 
for Proposal) developed to meet their goals and initiatives. “Tellennium knew 
our existing network, has experience, and we could leverage their resources 
and TIMS platform throughout the process. It’s always beneficial having them 
engaged.” stated their Senior Director of Network and Voice Services.
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Large Healthcare Provider continued

This enterprise’s network involved 700 locations on two different MPLS network 
providers in addition to SIP being utilized by the same existing providers. 
Once the overall design was settled on and the RFP developed and sent out, 
Tellennium was engaged to help vet out the responses, ‘read between the 
lines’, and perform an analysis of the responders’ quotes in addition to an 
existing network comparison. This provided them with guidance, cost savings 
confirmation, and a better and quicker decision making process. 

Once the providers were chosen, the real work began with up to 
twenty locations migrating each week. It’s important to note that there 
is always an overlap of an old network to a new network as well as potential 
termination fees if one is not careful. Migration requires proper planning and 
quick follow through on disconnects to help keep costs down. In addition, 
most billing associated with large custom contracts are often inaccurate when 
invoiced. Monitoring the billing for accuracy with the agreement/s, keeping up 
with disputes, circuit turn up dates, and disconnects are critical throughout 
the process.

Tellennium’s resources were utilized in the 
beginning design and RFP development stages 
and all the way through the migration process for 
number porting, disconnects, charge disputes, 
and other important tasks. The TIMS platform 
also played a critical role in tracking the changes 
through its MACs (Moves Adds Changes) module, 
charge monitoring through its discrepancy queue, 
contract management, and updating numbers and 
circuits in its inventory of services.

Critical Phases

• Design (appropriate for current and future needs)

• RFP Development or Bidding (be very specific)

• Response and Pricing Analysis (include all fees)

• Implementation Planning (keep speed and costs in 
mind)

• Disconnects (avoid penalties, act quickly, and verify)

• Update Inventory of Services (a continual process)

• Charge Monitoring (validate new charges and  
turn up/down dates)

“ Tellennium was absolutely instrumental in our 
successful completion of our WAN migration.”
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